Our intention in this process is to be transparent, accountable, inclusive of Kauhale members and to bring value to the Institutional Effectiveness process.

**Mission/Vision/Values/ILO**

**Institutional Strategies & Priorities**

(Strategic Plan)

**Continuous Cycle of Improvement**

- **Planning**
  - Implementation Plans

- **Resource Allocation**

- **Implementation**
  - Programs/Units
  - Implementation of Goals, Objectives, and Actions

- **Evaluation**
  - Continuous Assessment for improvement

- **Reporting**
  - Programs/Units Annual/Comp Review

- **Goals, Objectives, and Actions** are finalized by VCs/Directors based on Programs/Units reviews in spring

- Programs/Units annual/comp reviews are due in December

**UH/UHCC STRATEGIC GOALS**

**STUDENT FEEDBACK**

**CAMPUS CLIMATE**

**WORKFORCE/COMMUNITY NEEDS**

**Student Feedback**

**Campus Climate**

**Workforce/Community Needs**